Nothing Flatters Windows
Like Cloth Window Shades
Crops and Jaques Waters design a new window shade for everyone. The "Elegance" shade is avail-
able in three styles: bow top, straight and bow top with scallop block. Colors are in popular shades
of red, green, blue and tan. Contact your local retailer.

WEDDING PLANS are being made for Kenneth Winters and his fiancée, Edith Ostrander, who will marry in
Highland Park's Methodist church in August.

A MUSICAL GROUP is performing at the flute in.

Cane Collection
Collection is on Exhibit
The Sky Rider
by STETSON

Dickinson's
Wadeville Building

$5.95

Smart girls have a name for fine blouses like these: it's

Adelaar

$5.95

Embroidered polyester blouse in ivory, pink, red and blue.

Three from a Collection...All in sizes 32 to 38.